Health Specific Listening

For strategies and information on effective listening strategies and note-taking techniques for getting the most out of your lectures and/or tutorials, go to Getting Started on the L3 Student resources hub.

To watch any of the following UniSA lectures, click on the title below;

Pain. Is it all just in your mind?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1421914688&v=-3NmTE-fJSo&x-yt-cl=84503534#t=13

Infections and medical devices

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L5dmTFDA74g&feature=BFa&list=PLD5F32F68A8F25B2B&lf=pl pp_video

Diet and osteoporosis

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VH2jaxD8S3Y
An 'ethical' approach to health workforce sustainability

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4LtT0vAaqs&feature=BFa&list=PLD5F32F68A8F25B2B&lf=plpp_video

Healing chronic wounds


Do low fat foods make you fat?


Therapeutic strategies to make a difference

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g2ayaNYRB5g&feature=BFa&list=PLD5F32F68A8F25B2B&lf=plpp_video